STANDARD CLASS TIME GUIDE -- Addendum for 7-weeks Sessions for classroom usage  (Excluding Classes Meeting in Designated Laboratory Space)

Office of the University Registrar at NKU        Oct 5, 2017

A. For night classes that meet twice per week (e.g. MW or TR or MR or TF) – and this time period does include 15 minutes of class break time, per class meeting period:

Use 6:15 pm to 9:15 pm for a 3-credit hour lecture based class

B. For daytime classes that meet twice per week (3 credit hours), so as to best overlay these classrooms with classrooms being used in the full semester -- and these time periods do include 15 minutes of class break time, per class meeting period:

8:45 am to 11:45 am  for  M W
12:00 pm to 3:00 pm  for  M W
3:10 pm  to 6:10 pm  for  M W

----------------------------------

9:00 am to 12 noon  for  T R
12:10 pm  to 3:10 pm  for  T R
3:15 pm to 6:15 pm  for  T R